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There’s New Hope in Kenner
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It seems like almost everything Pastor Mark Mitchell’s church touches turns into salvations.

It seems like almost everything Pastor Mark Mitchell’s church touches turns into salvations.

Joann was a desperate, 20-year drug user in need of hope. After meeting Mark Mitchell and
members of New Hope Community Church in Kenner, she became a Christian and was the first
woman to enter the City of Refuge recovery program. Years later, she’s living life drug-free
and is worshiping and honoring God.
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A young man with political aspirations attended a Bible study with a then, political candidate.
Upon hearing the message, he committed his life to following Christ. Years later, he married
and is now an ordained minister in the church.
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Even after Hurricane Ida damaged the Kenner campus, the members of New Hope Community
church declared, “They were not going to let a building determine their love, actions, and care
for the community,” said Mitchell.
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According to Mitchell, the church has served more than 2,200 people post-COVID, which
includes the aftermath of Hurricane Ida. Whether it’s feeding, mentoring, sports camp, or
children’s Sunday school, the Gospel is being shared and souls are being saved through LA
Baptist’s Compassion Ministries.
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Thanks for your part in the prayers and gifts through the Georgia Barnette Offering.
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Pray that the membership will remain faithful and committed to the cause of Christ.
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Pray Mark will be sensitive to the Holy Spirit’s leadership.
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Ask God to provide the finances needed to help New Hope continue to impact their
community.

Ask God to provide the finances needed to help New Hope continue to impact their
community.

